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The ‘Threat of Scream’ paradigm:
a tool for studying sustained
physiological and subjective
anxiety
Morgan Beaurenaut1*, Elliot Tokarski1, Guillaume Dezecache2,3,4 & Julie Grèzes1,4*
Progress in understanding the emergence of pathological anxiety depends on the availability of
paradigms effective in inducing anxiety in a simple, consistent and sustained manner. The Threatof-Shock paradigm has typically been used to elicit anxiety, but poses ethical issues when testing
vulnerable populations. Moreover, it is not clear from past studies whether anxiety can be sustained in
experiments of longer durations. Here, we present empirical support for an alternative approach, the
‘Threat-of-Scream’ paradigm, in which shocks are replaced by screams. In two studies, participants
were repeatedly exposed to blocks in which they were at risk of hearing aversive screams at any time
vs. blocks in which they were safe from screams. Contrary to previous ‘Threat-of-Scream’ studies, we
ensured that our screams were neither harmful nor intolerable by presenting them at low intensity. We
found higher subjective reports of anxiety, higher skin conductance levels, and a positive correlation
between the two measures, in threat compared to safe blocks. These results were reproducible and
we found no significant change over time. The unpredictable delivery of low intensity screams could
become an essential part of a psychology toolkit, particularly when investigating the impact of
anxiety in a diversity of cognitive functions and populations.
Given the ubiquity and persistence of anxiety disorders, as well as their massive impact upon quality of life1, it is
essential that neurobiologists and clinicians are able to determine how anxiety influences human brain physiology
and behavioural responses to stress or external threats, along the continuum from normal to pathological conditions. While high anxiety leads to exaggerated estimates of the probability of threat, a certain level of anxiety is
crucial for an organism’s survival as it ensures optimal sensitivity and decisiveness in the face of possible t hreat2–4.
The predictability of threat appears to be a major determinant of anxiety-related bodily manifestations,
such as modulations of heart rate, startle reflex or skin conductance5–8. Indeed, predictable threats lead to
phasic and acute fear responses (e.g. startle r eflex9) that are directly associated with the appearance of that
threat (e.g. a shock). In contrast, and in agreement with the safety-signal hypothesis10, unpredictable threats
induce sustained anxiety-related physiological responses (e.g. startle r eflex9; prepulse inhibition, a physiological
marker of a lertness11) and enhanced vigilance, reflected in a long-lasting facilitation of the processing of sensory
information12.
The Threat of Shock paradigm (hereinafter TOS) has been the gold-standard paradigm to reveal the effects of
anxiety on cognitive functions and quantify within-subject individual difference in threat response (for r eview13).
TOS consists in alternating blocks in which participants are explicitly told that they could receive an electric
shock at any time (unpredictable threat blocks) with blocks in which participants are explicitly told that no such
shocks will occur (safe blocks). Such on–off alternations allow experimenters to manipulate the state of anxiety
within subjects as each participant can serve as her/his own control. TOS proved to be a reliable method for
inducing sustained anxiety, as reflected in participants’ higher physiological (startle reflex and elevated tonic
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skin conductance level) and psychological (higher reports of subjective anxiety) responses during threat versus
safe blocks8,14–16.
Yet, similarly to all paradigms, TOS has limitations. First, it is not clear whether it can induce sustained anxiety responses for long durations. Experiments that have employed the TOS paradigm have been relatively short
(~ 30 min). Hour-long experiments using TOS do e xist17 but anxiety manipulation in these studies was mainly
assessed using self-ratings of anxiety states, susceptible to demand effects, and/or local phasic physiological
changes, which only represent a few seconds of the participants’ physiological state following the electric shock.
To our knowledge, few experiments looked at whether induced anxiety could be maintained across several blocks.
First, Bublatzky et al.18 reported no habituation of tonic skin conductance activity during an experiment lasting
only 15 min, while Aylward et al.19 reported no habituation on subjective reports of anxiety during a 45-min
experiment. Moreover, Bublatzky et al.20 provided promising results, even in the absence of aversive experiences,
i.e. when participants believed that they could receive shocks in threat blocks while none were delivered, across
repeated sessions within one day. However, in the absence of aversive stimulation, the anxiety induced across
repeated test days diminished with different timing between subjective reports and physiological measures. It
therefore remains unclear whether TOS, using unpredictable aversive stimulation, is resistant to physiological
habituation. Yet, long-duration experiments are necessary when testing several conditions and/or requiring a
large number of trials (as in computational modelling).
A second limitation has to do with the appropriateness of TOS for certain study populations. Although
well-known for their aversive properties 21, electric shocks may not be administrated to vulnerable and
younger populations (notably children). White noise burst has been proposed as an alternative to electric
shocks for fear-conditioning protocols that require a large number of trials (e.g. EEG and MEG, s ee 22).
However, the same criticism arises. Aversive noise bursts are often presented at between 95 and 110 dB,
an intensity that can potentially be intolerable and which could cause hearing loss following prolonged
exposition (European Legislation-directive n° 2003/10/CE). Sounds between 95 and 110 dB not only exceed
tolerance (75 dB) and danger (85 dB) thresholds for audition, they come relatively close to the pain threshold of 120 dB.
What methodology can overcome these limitations while generating anxiety in most populations in a sustained and stable way? Threatening stimuli are useful insofar as they are perceived as unpleasant without being
painful. In particular, distress screams produced by humans are good candidates as they are evolutionarily and
socially meaningful sounds that efficiently signal impending danger to conspecifics23,24. They are perceived as
highly aversive signals and are characterized by distinctive roughness acoustical p
 roperties25, which specifically
engage subcortical regions known to be critical for swift reactions to d
 anger24.
Human screams have previously been used during fear conditioning paradigms (e.g. screaming lady
paradigm26,27), to investigate, for instance, the mechanisms involved in developmental anxiety28. Stimuli
paired with screams induce higher skin c onductance29 and startle r esponses30,31 as well as higher subjective anxiety reports32 compared to unpaired stimuli. However, as most past studies using screams delivered
them with a potentially painful intensity (around or above 90 dB)26,27,29,33–35, the aversive nature of screams
and the potential painful experience may have both contributed to the observed responses. Nevertheless,
some studies did succeed in evoking acute fear responses using intensities lower or equal to 80 dB30,32,36. Of
interest, the fear potential startle was found to be comparable for stimuli conditioned with electric shocks
or 80 dB screams, even though those conditioned with shocks were reported to be more aversive than those
conditioned with s creams30. If the substitution of shocks by screams is a promising means of generating acute
stress, the question remains as to whether human screams can be an efficient tool to induce sustained anxiety
in a within-subject paradigm. Of interest, adolescents show elevated startle responses in blocks during which
a fearful female face accompanied by a piercing loud scream was presented in an unpredictable manner (as
compared to blocks with neutral cues), suggesting that scream stimuli can induce sustained state of anxiety37.
Moreover, Patel et al.38 manipulated anxiety in adolescents performing a working memory task using loud
shrieking screams (Threat of Scream paradigm—TOSc). Substituting shocks with screams was successful as
participants reported being more anxious and had higher startle responses in threat blocks compared to safe
ones. Subjective anxiety of participants was found to be constant while no information was provided about
differences in physiological changes over time. Yet, these experiments were short-lasting and the screams were
delivered at a high intensity (95-dB).
To further establish the viability of the Threat of Scream paradigm (TOSc) and its promise for research
on anxiety, we used human distress screams delivered at low intensity—rather than high intensity screams or
electric shocks—to test their efficiency in inducing anxiety during a one-hour experiment (See Fig. 1). Since
distress screams have specific acoustic properties and privileged communicative function, we expected these to
be particularly suitable to evoke anxiety in a long-lasting fashion, especially when presented in an unpredictable manner. To determine whether sustained anxiety was induced, we measured subjective reports of anxiety
and skin conductance activity; two markers that track environmental uncertainty39. We ran the same one-hour
experiment twice, to assess whether the observed effects were replicable. Two conditions had to be met to validate
the TOSc paradigm: (i) the unpredictable screams presented at low intensity (< 80 dB) should modulate anxiety
responses, with increased subjective anxiety reports and increased tonic physiological activity (skin conductance)
in threat compared to safe blocks, similarly to previous TOS studies; and (ii) sustained state anxiety should be
induced for extended periods (here 1 hour).
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Figure 1.  The Threat of Scream Design. (a) Temporal organisation of the experiment. Participants performed a
free action-task, in the two types of alternating blocks (Safe/Threat). (b) Temporal organisation of a block. Each
block began with one minute of baseline to measure participants’ skin conductance before each block. A written
sentence was then presented for 10 s, providing information about the upcoming nature of the block (Safe or
Threat). Each block ended with an anxiety scale. Note that skin conductance activity was measured throughout
each block whereas subjective anxiety ratings were only collected at the end of each block.

Results study 1

Skin conductance level (SCL).

Participants’ tonic skin conductance activity (SCL) was greater during
Threat (M = − 0.61, SE = 0.39) relative to Safe (M = − 2.03, SE = 0.33) blocks (F(1,25) = 17.20, p < 0.001, ƞ2p = 0.41)
(Fig. 2a). We observed a main effect of Time (F(4,100) = 12.96, pcorr < 0.001, GG-ε = 0.49, ƞ2p = 0.34), suggesting
a decrease of SCL across the experiment. However, there was no significant interaction between Condition and
Time (F(4, 100) = 0.12, pcorr = 0.92, GG-ε = 0.58, ƞ2p = 0.005), suggesting that the difference in SCL between Safe
and Threat did not change with time.

Subjective reports of anxiety. Participants reported higher scores on the anxiety scale at the end of Threat
(M = 37.90, SE = 4.27) compared to Safe (M = 23.35, SE = 3.28) blocks (F(1,25) = 15.11, p < 0.001, ƞ2p = 0.38)
(Fig. 2b). While factor Time was not significant (F(4,100) = 1.84, p
 corr = 0.16, GG-ε = 0.61, ƞ2p = 0.069), there
was a trend toward significance for the interaction term between Condition and Time on subjective reports
(F(4,100) = 2.14, p = 0.081, ƞ2p = 0.079). Based on complementary t-tests (see Table S14), the interaction appears
to be driven by a diminution of the difference in subjective anxiety between Threat and Safe conditions in the
fifth and last block (for Blocks 1 to 4, all ps < 0.005 and Cohen’s d > 0.63; for Block 5, p = 0.032 and Cohen’s
d = 0.45).
Intra‑individual correlation. The average of intra-individual correlation estimates between SCL and sub-

jective reports was positive (Meanr = 0.21, Meanr-to-z = 0.26), of medium size and statistically different from zero
(bidirectional t-test, t(25) = 2.86, p = 0.009, Cohen’s d = 0.56, lower 95% CI for Cohen’s d = 0.14, upper 95% CI for
Cohen’s d = 0.97) (Fig. 2c).

Inter‑individual variability. In exploratory analyses, we assessed whether inter-individual variability in
anxiety trait, measured by the STAI-trait auto-questionnaire, could explain part of the variance in our measures
of interest (SCL, subjective reports of anxiety and intra-individual correlation). No significant interaction or correlation were observed with scores at the STAI-trait questionnaire (all the ps > 0.17, see Tables S17–S19).

Results study 2 (replication)

Skin conductance level (SCL). Replicating results from Experiment 1 (Fig. 2d), participants’ tonic
skin conductance activity (SCL) was higher during Threat (M = − 0.77, SE = 0.35) relative to Safe (M = − 2.00,
SE = 0.33) blocks (F(1,32) = 29.36, p < 0.001, ƞ2p = 0.48). We observed a main effect of Time (F(4,128) = 12.48,
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Figure 2.  Skin conductance level (top), subjective anxiety (middle) and intra-individual correlation between
SCL and subjective anxiety (bottom) for study one (left) and its replication study two (right). Error bars and
points represent respectively standard errors and individual data. Miniatures provide descriptive variation of the
reported effects relative to each block. ***p < 0.001; **p < 0.01; *p < 0.05; n.s. = p > 0.05.

pcorr < 0.001, GG-ε = 0.73, ƞ2p = 0.28), suggesting a decrease of SCL across the experiment. However, there was no
significant interaction between Condition and Time (F(4,128) = 1.35, p = 0.25, ƞ2p = 0.041).
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Subjective reports of anxiety. Replicating results from Experiment 1, participants reported higher scores
on the anxiety scale at the end of Threat (M = 39.08, SE = 4.55) compared to Safe (M = 14.19, SE = 2.51) blocks
(F(1,32) = 47.84, p < 0.001, ƞ2p = 0.60) (Fig. 2e). There was a trend toward significance for the main effect of Time,
suggesting that participants’ subjective reports decreased in intensity across the experiment (F(4,128) = 2.47,
pcorr = 0.083, GG-ε = 0.58, ƞ2p = 0.072). There was a significant interaction between Condition and Time on subjective reports (F(4,128) = 4.05, p = 0.004, ƞ2p = 0.11). Post-hoc tests revealed a significant decrease in the difference in subjective anxiety between Threat and Safe conditions between the first and the fourth and fifth
blocks (B1vsB4: Mean Difference = 12.36, SE = 3.63, t(32) = 3.41, pbonf = 0.018; B1vsB5: Mean Difference = 14.30,
SE = 4.20, t(32) = 3.40, pbonf = 0.018; all other comparisons ps > 0.342, see Table S29). Note however that the
subjective difference between Threat and Safe conditions remained significant in all blocks (all the p < 0.001,
0.77 < Cohen’s d < 1.24) (See Table S31).
Intra‑individual correlation. Replicating results from Experiment 1, mean of intra-individual correlation
between SCL and subjective reports of anxiety was positive (Meanr = 0.33, Meanr-to-z = 0.40), of large size and
statistically different from zero (Bidirectional T-test-t(32) = 5.58, p < 0.001, Cohen’s d = 0.97, lower 95% CI for
Cohen’s d = 0.55 upper 95% CI for Cohen’s d = 1.38) (Fig. 2f).
Inter‑individual variability. As in Study 1, we assessed whether inter-individual variability in trait anxiety, measured by the STAI trait auto-questionnaire, could explain part of the variance in our measures of interest (SCL, Subjective anxiety and intra-individual correlation). No significant interaction or correlation were
observed with the scores in the STAI trait questionnaire (all the ps > 0.091, see Table S34–S36).

Discussion

The present experiment aimed at offering additional validation to the Threat-of-Scream paradigm ( TOSc38)
by investigating whether sustained anxiety could be induced during a period of one hour, using unpredictable
distress screams delivered at low sensory intensity (70-dB). We measured two proxies of anxiety, namely subjective reports of anxiety and skin conductance level, and ran the same hour-long experiment twice to assess the
replicability of our results. Both experiments revealed higher skin conductance level (SCL) and self-reported
anxiety during threat as compared to safe blocks. Moreover, we observed that the difference in SCL between safe
and threat blocks remained constant throughout the experiment (or at least, statistically non-distinguishable),
and that participants tended to report less anxiety towards the end of the experiment. The physiological state of
participants (SCL) and their subjective reports of anxiety were positively correlated and all reported effect sizes
were medium to large and replicable. Overall, our findings convincingly demonstrate the robustness of the TOSc
paradigm as a tool to assess the relatively long-lasting impact of sustained anxiety with potential applications to
a diversity of cognitive functions and populations.
To manipulate anxiety within participants, we used unpredictable human distress screams as aversive cues.
Human distress screams are highly salient vocal signals of impending danger. Characterized by distinctive roughness acoustical properties which contribute to their aversiveness24,40, they are perceived as communicating fear25
and convey cues as to caller identity41. Past experiments successfully substituted shocks with human screams
to generate acute stress during fear conditioning paradigms (e.g. screaming lady paradigm26,27). Comparable
physiological responses (fear potential startle) were found for stimuli conditioned with electric shocks and 80 dB
screams, even if stimuli conditioned with electric shocks were rated as more aversive than those conditioned
with screams30.
Knowing that unpredictability can induce sustained anxiety provided that the anticipated stimulus is sufficiently aversive9, we tested whether unpredictable distress screams, delivered at lower sensory intensity (70-dB)
than previous e xperiments38,42, could efficiently induce sustained anxiety. Our findings clearly demonstrate
that the aversiveness of unpredictable distress screams at low sensory intensity (70-dB) is sufficient to induce
sustained anxiety in a within-subject paradigm. Indeed, in addition to a modest but significant increase in selfreported anxiety, participants’ skin conductance level increased and a large difference in physiological activity
(ƞ2p > 0.40) was found in blocks during which human distress screams were delivered compared to safe blocks
in both experiments.
Moreover, we demonstrate that anxiety can be induced for extended periods (here: one hour). We observed
in two experiments that changes in tonic physiological activity (skin conductance level) between threat and safe
blocks did not seem to be affected by time. Regarding self-reported anxiety, and contrary to Patel et al.42, we
observed a decrease in subjective ratings of anxiety over time (significant in Study 2 and trending in Study 1),
which could be explained by the duration of our experiment and/or by the intensity of the present screams. Yet,
the difference in subjective anxiety between threat and safe conditions remained significant across all blocks. Our
results complement previous findings of sustained tonic skin conductance activity during a 15-min s tudy18 and
of self-reported anxiety throughout a 3042 and 45-min experiment19. Altogether, findings from the current study
indicate that unpredictable distress screams, which serve to communicate danger, (i) are efficient in manipulating
anxiety within-subject for one hour, and (ii) can be perceived as aversive even at low intensity.
In the present experiment, screams were rare as they occurred in approximately 6% of trials (as in the original version developed by Patel et al.38). We isolated the tonic skin conductance activity by removing trials over
which the exposure to screams could generate phasic activity. Moreover, the difference between threat and safe
conditions can be observed by and was stable in the first seconds of the blocks, even when no scream had yet
been heard (the first scream was delivered at 37 ± 4 s SD after the beginning of block, see Fig. S5). We therefore
believe that our effect is related to the anxiety likely generated by the unpredictable threat context rather than
by reactions to the screams themselves.
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Subjective reports of anxiety and skin conductance level were found to be positively correlated in both
experiments. The association between self-reported experience and observed physiological activity has been
referred to as “emotion coherence”. It has been suggested that coherence across physiological, behavioural (facial
expressions), and experiential responses is the definition of an emotion episode (e.g.43–45). This proposition is
however debated, as some authors suggest that emotion systems are only loosely coupled46,47, or even independent
(e.g.48). Results from past experiments in healthy subjects are inconclusive as they provided evidence either for a
moderate association between physiological responses and self-rated experience49–53 or were consistent with the
hypothesis that there is no emotional coherence between subjective and physiological d
 ata54–56.
Within the fear conditioning literature, positive correlations between SCR and self-reported experience have
been observed57,58. For instance, Glenn, Lieberman, H
 ajcak30 observed, at a trend level, a convergence between
subjective and physiological (fear-potentiated startle) measures of fear, but only for stimuli that were conditioned
using electric shocks and not for those conditioned with screams. However, Abend et al.59 revealed a convergence
of subjective and psychophysiological measures for CS + following conditioning, using 95 dB female scream.
Here, by alternating blocks during which participants were at risk of hearing unpredictable aversive screams with
blocks during which no screams were to be delivered (safe blocks), we show that unpredictable distress screams
at low sensory intensity (70-dB) are sufficiently aversive to generate emotion coherence, i.e. positive correlation between subjective reports of anxiety and skin conductance level. Such coordinated changes (coherence)
across physiological and experiential responses clearly support the efficiency of our manipulation in inducing
an emotion (anxiety) episode.
Several limitations to this experiment need to be acknowledged. First, as in the majority of the threat of
shock studies (i.e.60,61), aversive stimuli were delivered only in threat blocks while participants did not receive
any stimulation in safe ones. This difference in stimulation could be involved in the observed SCL differences.
Future studies should eliminate this confound. We envision three possibilities here. First, one could avoid stimulation entirely during the task. Indeed, some experiments have either delivered shocks during a shock work-up
procedure before the main e xperiment18,63 or never delivered shocks to p
 articipants62. Subsequent verbal instructions (i.e., “you can be exposed to shocks in this block”) and cues that falsely signal the possibility of a shock
were sufficient to elicit autonomic and subjective fear. A second possibility is to deliver the aversive stimuli at
the end of the threat block to best isolate their effects64. However, participants appeared to learn that they were
in fact safe of shocks in so-called threat blocks when the experiment was of a long d
 uration20. A third possibility is to add monetary stimulation in safe blocks, which causes stimulation and makes these blocks ‘appetitive’
rather than neutral14,65. Nevertheless, these 3 methods still do not appear to be fully appropriate to specifically
investigate long-lasting anxiety.
Second, one may question the specificity of tonic skin conductance activity (SCL) to assess sustained anxiety.
SCL is known to be modulated by different factors such as participants’ emotional state, arousal, visual attention
and motor a ctivity66, 67. As such, SCL may only represent an indirect marker of anxiety ( see9), and the present
higher SCL during threat compared to safe blocks may be linked to one or more of these modulators, i.e. higher
level of arousal, and/or negative emotional state and/or increase of visual attention. There is however some
evidence in the literature that SCL can reflect participant’s sustained anxiety. For instance, Doberenz et al.68
revealed elevated SCL in awake panic disorder patients compared to controls, and suggested that it was related
to sustained anxiety between panic attacks, i.e. anxious anticipation of future attacks. Recently, and in a more
controlled setting, Neueder et al.69 show that successful context conditioning is indicated by higher anxiety ratings
and skin conductance levels (SCLs) in an anxiety context where an aversive unconditioned stimulus occurred
unpredictably vs. a safety context. Finally, De Becker et al.39 demonstrated that one physiological marker that
tracks environmental uncertainty is skin conductance activity. Altogether, these findings indicate that SCL could
capture participants’ anxiety induced by the unpredictable delivery of screams. Future studies should however
confirm our results by measuring the startle reflex, one of the most common readouts in the context of predictable/unpredictable threat (e.g.9,37).
Third, sustained contextual anxiety, but not phasic fear to a predictable threat, is believed to differentiate
anxious from non-anxious individuals (e.g.70). The present absence of association between our measures of interest, i.e. SCL and subjective report of anxiety, and participants’ trait anxiety could be seen as a challenge for the
validity of our paradigm. A first potential explanation is that the relatively limited sample size did not provide
sufficient power to reliably examine correlations among these measures. However, looking at previous studies
that used the threat-of-shock or -scream paradigms to induce state anxiety, the association between participants’
trait anxiety and both subjective and physiological measures is unclear. Indeed, most studies in normative
samples that we are aware of only report the mean trait anxiety scores of their participants without performing
any correlations between trait anxiety and physiological measures (e.g.9,64,71–73, with the exception of42). Future
experiments should therefore further examine the interactions between (shock- and scream-induced) state
anxiety and temperamental trait anxiety disposition.
Fourth, there may be an influence of the action-decision task on our anxiety measures. This is indeed a possibility as (a) the present task consists in taking-action decisions in the presence of two task-irrelevant individuals, one of them displaying in 2/3 of the trials a threat-related expression (fear or anger); and (b) Grillon and
Charney71 have revealed that the startle reflex was transiently potentiated by fearful faces compared to neutral
faces in threat periods, suggesting that fearful faces can prompt behavioral mobilization in an anxiogenic context. The startle reflex is a reflexive reaction to an unexpected and intense stimulus, which is reliably potentiated
by negative emotional states (e.g.74). According to this definition, phasic skin conductance response following
unexpected and negative stimuli may be similarly impacted in threat contexts. Therefore, one could envisage
higher phasic skin conductance activity to the screams and to the presence of a threat-related facial expression
in threat as compared to safe blocks. However, as we filtered our data in order to reduce the phasic component
of the skin conductance activity, we believe that such an effect cannot entirely explain the difference we observed
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in tonic skin conductance activity (SCL) between threat and safe blocks. Regarding subjective reports of anxiety,
we cannot fully exclude the possibility of an influence of the ongoing task (and stimuli), as Grillon and Charney71
observed a significant positive correlation between the startle potentiation score (difference between fear and
neutral stimuli) and the increased fear reported by the subjects during threat relative to safe contexts. Future
studies are needed to confirm our results, by measuring the startle reflex to startle stimuli in both threat and
safe contexts.
Finally, the present study does not demonstrate that the threat-of-scream paradigm leads to longer lasting
effects than the threat-of-shock paradigm. However, as electric shocks, which represent a direct physical threat,
may be considered more aversive than human screams (electric shocks constitute a threat; screams are signals of
impending threat), the associated induced anxiety should be even less susceptible to time. Also, if the aversiveness of the delivered stimuli is one important component in the induction of anxiety, the unpredictability of the
aversive stimuli is probably the main component in such paradigms. As both paradigms share these two major
components, we are confident that future experiments will provide evidence for long-lasting effects using the
threat-of-shock paradigm.
Overall, our study offers support to the TOSc paradigm by showing that: (i) unpredictable distress screams
presented at low intensity (< 80 dB) can induce sustained anxiety as revealed by increased subjective reports of
anxiety and increased tonic physiological activity (skin conductance level) during threat compared to safe blocks,
similarly to previous threat-of-shock experiments; and that (ii) sustained states of anxiety can be induced for
extended periods (here one hour). Distress screams, delivered at lower sensory intensity (70-dB), thus appear to
be excellent candidates to overcome the ethical issues associated with exposing vulnerable and young populations to electric shocks and aversive noise, and to experimentally address the emergence of pathological anxiety
in a consistent and sustained manner.

Methods

Participants. Twenty-six healthy volunteers (12 females, age 23.6 ± 3.4 years SD) were recruited to participate in Experiment 1 (a sample of the same magnitude as Patel et al. (2016)’s study). Results from the correlation
between tonic skin conductance activity and subjective reports of anxiety were used to calculate the sample
size needed to replicate this result using G*power. The sample size for replication was estimated at n = 27 for
an effect size of d = 0.56, α = 0.05 and β = 0.80. To anticipate potential exclusions, we aimed at including 35 participants in Experiment 2 (Replication of Experiment 1), and 33 participants could be recruited (18 females,
age = 23.89 ± 4.50 years SD).
All participants were right-handed, had normal or corrected-to-normal vision, and had no history of neurological or psychiatric disorders. The experimental protocol was approved by INSERM and the local research
ethics committee (Comité de protection des personnes Ile de France III—Project CO7-28, N° Eudract: 207A01125-48), and it was carried out in accordance with the Declaration of Helsinki. The participants provided
informed written consent and were compensated for their participation.
General procedure. First, participants were recruited thanks to an online advert, which consisted of a short
description of the study and included an internet link which directed participants to a Qualtrics survey. Due to
the potentially stressful nature of our paradigm and after discussion with the referent medical doctors of our
laboratory, we requested that participants fill in, online and anonymously, the French versions of State-Trait
Anxiety Inventory Spielberger75 (STAI) and Post-traumatic stress disorder Checklist S cale76 (PCLS), at least one
week before the experiment. Only participants with a score below 40 for the PCLS and below 60 for both STAI
state and trait anxiety were able to contact the experimenter, i.e. and were therefore included in the experiment.
Second, and on the day of the experiment, upon arrival at the lab, participants again completed the State-Trait
STAI questionnaire on a computer to ensure that their level of anxiety was in the “normal” range (below 60)
before the experimental session that aimed at manipulating their anxiety (see Figs. S1, S2).
Third, after providing the instructions regarding the main task, the experimenter installed the skin conductance electrodes. To identify potential physiological non-responders before the main experiment, the experimenter assessed the variation of the physiological signal while participants were asked to imagine a situation
during which they fell into really cold water, and this, until stopped by the experimenter. All our participants
showed increased physiological response during this mental imagery task; the response then dropped when
asked to stop the exercise. Based on this definition of ‘non-responder’, there were no non-responders among
our participants.
Fourth, participants started with a 4-min training session, before performing the main experiment for approximately one hour, and were carefully debriefed at the end of the main experiment.
Screams stimuli. Eight distress screams were used in the present protocol (4 from males and 4 from
females). The screams were normalized at -2b using audiosculpt 3.4.5 (https://forumnet.ircam.fr/shop/fr/forum
net/10-audiosculpt.html). During both the training session and the main experiment, screams were delivered
using Bose headphones (QuietComfort 25) at peak intensity below 70 dB (mean of 68 dB as measured by a
sonometer).
The screams were provided by Professor Armony, and had been previously validated77 by a group of 60
individuals who rated their emotional valence and intensity. However, at the end of the experiment, during
the debriefing, we collected ratings for all screams together on an aversive scale (from 0—not at all aversive to
10—extremely aversive). Participants rated the screams as moderately aversive (median of 4, see Fig. S4, left).
Note however that, compared to past studies, we delivered the screams at a lower intensity (70 dB rather than
85–90 dB as in78). As inducing anxiety relies both on the aversiveness of the delivered stimuli as well as their
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unpredictability, we also asked participants to rate how much they felt preoccupied by the possibility that a
scream would be delivered during threat blocks (this was done during the debriefing). Participants felt relatively
preoccupied, i.e. they reported anticipatory anxiety of scream delivery (median of 6 see Fig. S4, right). They often
stated that they were wondering when the next scream was to appear.

Experimental design and task. The experiment consisted in an alternation between threat and safe
blocks (Fig. 1a). Participants were informed that during threat blocks, the sides of the screen were blue, meaning
that they were at risk of hearing unpredictable distress screams at any time, through their headphones. In contrast, during safe blocks, the sides of the screen were green meaning no screams were to be delivered.
During both threat and safe blocks, participants performed a free action-decision task in a social context,
developed by Vilarem et al.79. Each trial started with a grey screen of 1,000 ms, followed by a fixation cross for
500 ms. A picture of a scene was then presented which remained on the screen until a response was registered,
or until a maximum time of 1,400 ms in the case of no response (each trial has therefore a duration of 2,900 ms
maximum). The scene depicted a waiting room with four chairs, of which the outer two were empty. The two
middle chairs were occupied by two task-irrelevant individuals, one displaying a neutral expression while the
other displayed either a neutral, fearful or angry expression. Participants were asked to indicate the seat they
would like to occupy, maintaining fixation on the cross displayed between the faces throughout the trial. In
order to make their choice, participants had to left-click on the mouse, move the cursor from the bottom center
of the scene and release the click on the chosen seat. The cursor was automatically re-centered at every new
trial. Participants were required to make spontaneous choices and were informed that there were no correct or
incorrect responses. Importantly here, the number of neutral, fear and anger trials was equal for safe and threat
blocks. Data from the task are not presented here, being part of another study (Beaurenaut et al. unpublished).
To resume, participants performed a free action-task and were either exposed to screams at any time during
threat blocks and to no screams during safe blocks.
The temporal organisation of each block was as follows (Fig. 1b): a black screen with the written instruction
“stabilisation of the signal” was first presented for 1 min during which the physiological baseline of participants
was recorded. Second, to inform participants about the nature of the block, the written instruction “Threat Block:
at any time, a scream can be presented” or “Safe Block: you will hear nothing during this block” was presented
for 10 s. Third, participants performed the above-described free action-task for about 4 min. Fourth, at the end
of each block, participants reported their anxiety level on a continuous scale (from 0: really calm to 100: really
anxious), by moving a cursor on the screen using the mouse. The scale was presented on the computer screen
and disappeared once the response was given. Finally, to assess physiological variation of participants’ bodily
state in threat compared to safe blocks, skin conductance activity was recorded throughout the blocks.
A training session was performed before the main experiment to familiarize participants with the free actiontask, the structure of the experiment (the alternation of safe and threat blocks and their associated screen sides
colours) and the screams. Participants were trained on 2 blocks, one safe and one threat, each of 32 trials. During
the threat block, 2 distress screams (one male and one female) were delivered once during two randomly chosen
trials from among the 32 (approximately 6% of the trials). Note that the two screams used for the training were
different from the 6 screams used during the main experimental.
Participants then performed the main experiment ( Mduration = 65 min, SDduration = 5 min), divided into 10
blocks of 96 trials, 5 threat blocks and 5 safe blocks. During each threat block, 6 distress screams were delivered
once, randomly during the block (approximately 6% of the trials), either before the grey screen (2 screams),
before the fixation cross (2 screams), or at the appearance of the scene (2 screams). The nature (safe or threat) of
the first block was counterbalanced across participants: the threat blocks were the blocks 2–4–6–8–10 for even
participants and 1–3–5–7–9 for the odd participants.
Skin conductance recordings. Skin conductance activity was recorded using a PowerLab 8/35 amplifier,

with a GSR Amp (FE116) unit which uses low, constant-voltage AC excitation (22 mV rms at 75 Hz), and a pair
of stainless steel dry bipolar electrodes (3 × 2.5 cm, MLT118F). The electrodes were attached to the participant’s
left index and ring fingers of the non-dominant hand, using dedicated Velcro. Recordings were performed with
LabChart 7 software, at a sampling rate of 1 kHz, with the recording range set to 40 μS and using initial baseline correction (“subject zeroing”) to subtract the participant’s absolute level of electrodermal activity from all
recordings (devices and software from ADInstruments). Finally, as low-pass filter of 0.05 Hz has been proposed
as an appropriate filter to eliminate any noise as well as the phasic component of the signal ( see80), we applied this
filter to isolate the tonic activity of the skin conductance signal and to minimize the phasic influence of screams
during threat blocks on the skin conductance activity. Performing the analyses on raw data signal revealed similar results as those performed on filtered data (see Fig. S3).

Skin conductance level (SCL) processing. The SCL corresponds to the tonic activity of the skin conductance signal. The physiological signal was processed using Labchart 7 and Matlab. For each participant and
for each block, we obtained (a) one SCL value corresponding to the averaged signal over the 1-min baseline
at the start of the block (see Fig. 1b), and (b) one SCL value corresponding to the averaged signal over task
performance (MDuration of one block = 4 min, SD = 30 s). The instruction phase (Condition + Readying—see Fig. 1b),
between 1-min baseline and the beginning of the free action-task was not included in the averaged signal. Moreover, for threat blocks only, the phasic activity induced by the distress screams (6% of threat block trials) was
excluded from the averaged signal. Finally, for each block (whether safe or threat), variation from the baseline
was obtained by subtracting the baseline activity from the averaged activity over task performance. We therefore
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obtained, for each participant, 5 values corresponding to the 5 Safe blocks, and 5 values corresponding to the 5
Threat blocks.

Statistical analyses. All statistical analyses were carried out using JASP Software (JASP Team (2017),

JASP (Version 0.8.5.1) [Computer software]). The corresponding tables of results are available in Supplementary
materials.

Repeated‑measures ANOVAs. For each experiment and for both the physiological variable (SCL) and the subjective reports of anxiety, we ran two-way repeated-measures ANOVAs with Condition (Threat vs. Safe) and
Time (Blocks 1 to 5) as within-subject factor. We applied the Greenhouse–Geisser correction to correct for
deviations from the assumption of sphericity (the corrected P corrected and the GG-ε are reported) and Bonferroni correction for the post-hoc tests (Pbonf). Effect sizes (partial eta-squared, η2p) are reported together with
F and p values. To better examine if SCL and subjective anxiety changed over time, we looked at threat vs. safe
difference over time (see Supplementary Materials).
Intra‑individual correlation. To assess the intra-individual coherence between the physiological state of participants and their subjective experience, we first computed Pearson’s r correlation coefficient for each participant
between their subjective reports and SCL measures (10 values for each measure and each participant, since
the experiment was composed of 10 blocks). We then performed Fisher’s r‐to‐z transformation to normalize
Pearson’s r correlation coefficients81 before testing whether the correlation coefficients across participants were
different from zero (bidirectional one-sample t-test).
Inter‑individual variability. We assessed whether inter-individual variability in trait anxiety could partly
explain the variance in our measures of interest (SCL, subjective anxiety, and intra-individual correlation). To
do so, we re-ran the above-described ANOVAs for SCL and subjective anxiety with the scores of the STAI-trait
questionnaire as co-variable, and performed a correlation between the intra-individual correlations (used to
assess emotion coherence) and the scores of the STAI-trait questionnaire.

Data availability
Data and analysis are available on OSF. link: https: //osf.io/f2bvr/ ?view_only=4a4fda 675e8 d41f7 bf20a 9033f 013a6 f
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